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Abstract

This thesis consists of four papers treating the maximum principle for
stochastic control problems.

In the first paper we study the optimal control of a class of stochastic
differential equations (SDEs) of mean-field type, where the coefficients are
allowed to depend on the law of the process. Moreover, the cost functional
of the control problem may also depend on the law of the process. Necessary
and sufficient conditions for optimality are derived in the form of a maximum
principle, which is also applied to solve the mean-variance portfolio problem.

In the second paper, we study the problem of controlling a linear SDE
where the coefficients are random and not necessarily bounded. We consider
relaxed control processes, i.e. the control is defined as a process taking values
in the space of probability measures on the control set. The main motivation
is a bond portfolio optimization problem. The relaxed control processes are
then interpreted as the portfolio weights corresponding to different maturity
times of the bonds. We establish existence of an optimal control and necessary
conditons for optimality in the form of a maximum principle, extended to
include the family of relaxed controls.

The third paper generalizes the second one by adding a singular control
process to the SDE. That is, the control is singular with respect to the Lebesgue
measure and its influence on the state is thus not continuous in time. In terms
of the portfolio problem, this allows us to consider two investment possibilities
- bonds (with a continuum of maturities) and stocks - and incur transaction
costs between the two accounts.

In the fourth paper we consider a general singular control problem. The
absolutely continuous part of the control is relaxed in the classical way, i.e. the
generator of the corresponding martingale problem is integrated with respect
to a probability measure, guaranteeing the existence of an optimal control.
This is shown to correspond to an SDE driven by a continuous orthogonal
martingale measure. A maximum principle which describes necessary
conditions for optimal relaxed singular control is derived.
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